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SUMMARY

This report describes critical design issues concerning remote
maintenance of the ITER Torus Vacuum Pumping System (TVPS). The
key issues under investigation are the regeneration/isolation
valve seal and seal mechanism replacement; impact of inert gas
operation; impact of RH on the building configuration and RH
equipment requirements.

Seal exchange concepts are developed and their impact on the valve
design identified. Concerns regarding the design and operation of
RH equipment in an inert gas atmosphere are also explored. The
report compares preliminary RH equipment options, pumping
equipment maintenance frequency and their impact on the building
design, and makes recommendations where a conflict exists between
pumping equipment and the building layout.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

Wardrop Engineering Inc. was retained by Canadian Fusion Fuels
Technology Project on March 1, 1990 to carry out a study of
critical design issues which have a major impact on the design of
the ITER Torus Vacuum Pumping System (TVPS). This work is a
contribution to the ITER program within the framework of the EC.

The issues identified in this report are based on conclusions and
recommendations of an earlier report prepared by CFFTP/Wardrop
personnel during an attachment at NET in 1989. This work is
described in report ITER-FC-5-(9)-4(Torus Vacuum Pumping
Equipment/Remote Maintenance Issues). This report is essentially
the same as NET report N2/N/0337/2/A.

Many critical design issues are identified in the ITER report.
However, the areas identified below are considered to have some
priority and have been selected for further study:

Isolation/regeneration valve seal exchange
concepts;
Impact of inert gas operation;
Integration of RH equipment in the building layout;
RH equipment/maintenance frequency trade-off;
Replacement frequency of valve seal components;
RH equipment/seal exchange equipment integration.



2.0 ISOLATION/REGENERATION VALVE SEAL/SEAL MECHANISM EXCHANGE
CONCEPTS

2.1 Background

The current ITER pumping scheme shows a total of 8 pumping
stations, symmetrically arranged around the periphery of the
machine. Each station consist of a U-duct, 3 compound cryopumps,
and one turbomolecular pump. Each cryopump has its own
regeneration/isolation valve. Compound cryopumps are preferred
with a bottom entry arrangement and turbomolecular pumps are used
to assist initial conditioning and pump down. The base pressure
of the system will be lO"? mbar.

Particles can be eroded from plasma facing components and diverter
ducts during normal operation and disruptions. Metallic particles
eroded from the plasma chamber can also damage the mechanical pump
and seal surfaces. Graphite particles from the first wall will
contain D-T concentrations and these must be trapped to prevent
the spread of contamination. Activation by neutron scattering and
the presence of activated particulate will necessitate remote
servicing of the pump equipment.

All maintenance operations will be carried out remotely.

2.2 Isolation/Regeneration Valve Requirements

Figure 2.1 shows a section of the ITER machine and the Torus
Vacuum Pumping System (TVPS). Combined regeneration/isolation
valves are shown installed upstream of each bottom entry cryopump.
The combination of the regeneration and isolation functions into a
single valve is currently being investigated as elimination of one
large valve per pump is preferred for economic and other reasons.



The basic functional requirements of the valve are as follows:

a barrier against back streaming of gases during
cryopump regeneration;
to provide a leak-tight isolation of the pumps from the
torus to permit maintenance on the pumps;
to separate the torus from the vacuum system under
failure conditions.

The TVPS requirements call for remote replacement of the valve
seal and seal mechanism without removal of the valve from the
line. The background gamma radiation and the potential for
contamination spread during D-T operations will require that
these operations be carried out remotely. Some form of
contamination control must also be incorporated in the exchange
equipment. In addition, the transfer operations must be done
under an inert gas atmosphere in the cell. RH equipment will be
used for the transfer of failed components to the hot cell, and
target times for any maintenance operation should not exceed 100
hours.

2.3 Gate Valve Description

It is helpful to review the internal geometry of a typical UHV
gate valve and to show how the valve arrangement and failure modes
can impact the seal exchange RH equipment design.

For illustrative purposes a typical gate valve is shown in Figure
2.2. It consists of a casing, a bonnet, internal seals, support
frame and seal drive mechanism for opening and closing the valve.
A bellows is used to protect the seal drive mechanism. The
stored position and the operating position of the seals are shown
in the sketch.



The components most prone to failure are the seal and the seal
drive mechanism. For example, a worst case scenario is when the
seal drive mechanism fails with the seal in the deployed
position.

Three failure modes are foreseen: seal failure, toggle failure,
seal drive mechanism failure (with seal installed) and bellows
failure. Redundant drives should be provided.

The valve scheme as shown is dimensionally too large in an axial
direction between flanges for the TVPS. To minimise the overall
dimensions of the cryopump system the flange to flange dimension
needs to be reduced considerably.

For seal replacement, the valve bonnet is removed, together with
the seal/seal mechanism, longitudinally through the end opening.
These operations are reversed during seal installation.

For comparison purposes, a typical VAT gate valve seal/seal
operating mechanism is shown in Figure 2.3. It is very compact in
an axial direction, made possible by a ball detent mechanism and
single seal. For seal replacement operations the seal mechanism is
removed in essentially the same manner as described above.



2.3.1 1.25 and 2.0m Diameter VAT Valves

Fig. 2.4(a) shows external views of a typical 1.25m diameter VAT
valve used for UHV service. Figure 2.4(b) shows a typical 2.0m
diameter valve. In the first scheme, the valve drive mechanism is
shown parallel to the axis of the valve. In the second scheme,
the valve drive mechanism is shown extending longitudinally beyond
the valve bonnet.

In the first scheme considerable saving in space in the cell will
be achieved by locating the valve drive to one side. The overall
length of a 1.25m valve is, in this case, approximately 3.0
meters. The bonnet and internals weigh approximately 1000 kg,
with the internal seal mechanism weighing about 650 kg.

ITER are proposing to use an isolation/regeneration valve of 1.5m
diameter. Currently, no information is available on a valve of
this size and specification.

Approximate dimensions of such a valve are useful in developing RH
schemes. The dimensions therefore of such a valve will be
approximated based on the 1.25m and 2.0m valve arrangements. This
valve scheme will then be used as a basis for developing
alternative seal exchange concepts. The concepts will be useful
in illustrating the impact RH equipment has on spacial
constraints of the pump cell.

In summary, the length of a 1.5m gate valve is assumed to be 3.25
meters long shown in Figure 2.5. It has been approximated from
the 1.25 and 2.0 meter valve arrangements.



2.4 Seal Exchange Concepts

Four RH seal exchange concepts have been studied. These concepts
utilise either a separate chamber to handle the valve ports or
else make use of the valve casing for handling operations: These
schemes are as follows:

concept 1. - longitudinal exchange via the valve bonnet;
concept 2. - longitudinal exchange (modified casing);
concept 3. - valve casing/integral double door system;
concept 4. - axial exchange via the valve casing.

In the first two concepts longitudinal exchange is by the
conventional method, via the valve bonnet, except that in this
case the operation is done by remote means. The valve casing is
utilised in the third scheme, for contamination control purposes,
while in the fourth concept, the seal exchange method is novel in
that seals are replaced axially through a port in the valve
casing. Each of these schemes will be described in more detail.

2.4.1 Concept 1

This scheme (Figure 2.6a) utilises a contamination control
chamber mounted to the valve bonnet flange to make the seal
exchange. A double door system, integral with the chamber,
provides the isolation necessary for contamination control. This
scheme assumes that if the seal drive mechanism fails in the
"deployed" position, a redundant drive can retract it to the
"retracted" position from where it can be exchanged by RH
equipment.



The equipment consists of the following components:

chamber;
internal guide rails/rollers;
carriage;
double door system;
primary latch;
secondary latch.

A simplified procedure for seal removal is as follows:

cut the flange lip seal;
attach RH container to the valve bonnet flange by overhead
transporter, clamp in position;
remove the valve flange bolts;
retract the valve internal seal/mechanism into the chamber;
close the double door system;
unlock the secondary latch;
remove the chamber (and seal mechanism).

The double door system essentially isolates the spread of
contamination when the valve casing and seal is removed. The
chamber (and seal mechanism) is then transported from the pump
cell to a hot cell via an air lock and contamination control
chamber/transporter. Replacement of a seal/seal mechanism is
carried out in the reverse order.

Assuming that a valve with an axial seal drive mechanism is used
as shown, (Fig. 2.6) then the RH equipment chamber would extend
approximately 5.3 meters from the duct centerline out into the
cell room on assembly. This is the minimum dimension that can be
expected assuming a valve of these proportions. The RH container
in this case is approximately 2.8 meters long. There is
sufficient space in the current ITER pump cell, for seal exchange
operations, based on a valve of this length.
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By comparison, a RH chamber for a 1.5 meter valve, with a
longitudinal valve mechanism, will be approximately 4.25 meters
long and extend 6.75 meters into the cell room on assembly, an
increase of 1.45 meters. There will be a corresponding increase
in the length of the container of 0.3 meters. A valve of this
configuration will not leave sufficient space in the ITER pump
cell room for valve seal exchange operations. The current ITER
pump cell longitudinal drive mechanism arrangement should be
changed to a parallel drive mechanism.

2.4.1.1 Conclusion

From a spatial standpoint a seal drive mechanism located axially
along the side of the valve is preferred. This valve
configuration will therefore require a RH chamber of approximately
2.8 meters in length.

The extension of the complete assembly into the cell (5.3 meters),
when assembled, is within the available space (6.75 meters) in the
current ITER cell configuration. The overall length of the valve
and the container, during initial assembly (6.05 meters), is also
within the available space (6.75 meters) for the ITER
arrangement.

In this scheme the seal drive mechanism can remove the seal from
the installed position in the event of malfunction of the drive
mechanism.



2.4.2 Concept 2

This concept is essentially the same as in concept 1 with the
exception that the separation flange is relocated closer to the
centre of the valve. The stored position of the seal plate will
however be further outboard than in Concept 1, resulting in a
slightly longer valve of approximately 3.8 meters.

The assembled position of the RH chamber during seal exchange
operations is shown in Figure 2.7.a. It will be evident that the
new location of the bonnet flange in this scheme will minimise
the stroke requirements to remove the seal/seal mechanism, but the
assembled length will be in excess of that shown in Concept 1.

The chamber will require a simple retraction mechanism together
with some form of jacking system to remove and support the
additional weight of the valve internals and casing. It is
anticipated that the weight of the valve seal mechanism and
casing will be approximately 1400 kg.

The approximate extension of the valve into the cell will be 3.8
meters. On assembly, the combined length of the valve and RH
chamber will extend into the cell about 4.2 meters. This gives a
saving of 1.1 meters on concept 1.

The approximate length of the RH chamber will be 3.1 meters - an
increase of 0.3 meters. Unfortunately, in this scheme, the
combined length of the valve (3.8 meters) and the container (3.1
meters) will give an assembled length (6.9 meters) which is in
excess of the available space (6.75 meters) in the current ITER
pump cell. If the seal drive mechanism fails with the seal in the
installed position, then the RH chamber must be longer to
accommodate the increased length of the valve seal/seal mechanism.
Fig. 2.7a shows the new length requirements.

9



A simplified handling sequence for this concept is illustrated in
Figure 2.7b and described as follows:

retract the seal into the storage location in the valve;
install the RH chamber and attach to the valve flange;
undo the valve flange bolts (externally) by overhead
manipulator;
retract the valve casing (and seal) into the chamber;
close the double door system;
remove the chamber (one door isolates the valve opening,
the other door isolates the chamber).

In summary, this scheme requires additional pump cell space for
handling operations. It also assumes a redundant motor drive in
event of malfunction of the seal mechanism drive. For the failure
mode with the seal installed, a longer RH chamber is required.

2.4.3 Concept 3

A third scheme has been looked at where the double door system is
integral with the valve casing. Using the existing valve casing
as part of the contamination control chamber would potentially
give the most compact arrangement from a spacial standpoint
(Fig. 2.8a).

The basic idea consists of integrating a double door system with
the valve casing (Fig. 2.8b). There are however some structural
disadvantages in this concept. Firstly, bolting of the flange
connection is only possible on three sides of the flange instead
of four. Secondly, for external pressures, the arrangement may
not be adequate to prevent leaks, and thirdly, the structural
arrangement of the bolts may not be adequate to support any
emergency internal design pressures.

10



If the double door system is made integral with the valve casing,
then a separate RH chamber is not required, thus helping to
maximise the pump cell operational space. The scheme is
appropriate for either vertical or horizontal valve application.

This scheme will not work for the failure mode where the seal
fails in the deployed position, but only for seal exchanges in
the retracted position. The current arrangement of the double
doors and flange interface will result in some contamination
spread. Also seal faces can be contaminated.

2.4.4 Concept 4

This scheme is based on the exchange of the valve seal through a
port in the upper surface of the valve body opposite the stored
position of the seal housing. Replacement of the valve seal
mechanism must however, be longitudinally through the valve bonnet
end, as indicated in the foregoing concepts.

In this scheme (Fig. 2.9) exchange of the seals can be
accomplished in principle either during normal shut-down in an
inert gas atmosphere or, during on-line operation, in vacuum.

Depending on the pumping cycle, certain advantages are possible by
"on-line" exchange. By this method seals can be exchanged without
having to shut the machine down, but the scheme is complex.

In this scheme an access port is located in the upper surface of
the valve body directly opposite the stored position of the seal
and seal housing.

11



For seal replacement, the seal is removed through this port into a
RH chamber which is attached to the upper exterior surface of the
valve. Using the chamber the seal is removed and a new seal
installed in the valve. The access port cover is then closed and
the container removed from the pump cell using the overhead
transporter. To close the valve, the valve seal mechanism then
re-installs the seal in the normal manner.

The RH equipment for this scheme consists of the following
components:

a chamber for contamination control;
a manipulator for removing the existing port cover bolts;
a manipulator for installing a new port cover;
cut/weld tooling for seal disassembly/assembly;
chamber isolation door.

In conclusion, replacement of a valve seal via an access port in
the valve body appears feasible, based on initial concepts.
Replacement operations could be performed either during normal
shut-down, or during "on-line" operation, under vacuum. The valve
seal mechanism, however, must be removed longitudinally via the
valve bonnet as in previous concepts. UHV requirements for the RH
chamber will complicate the design of the chamber. Similarly the
manipulator equipment will be more complicated than in concepts 1
& 2 due to operation in vacuum. The benefits do not appear to
outweigh the complexities of the scheme.

12



2.5 Summary of Valve/Seal Exchange Concepts

The following conclusions are drawn regarding the foregoing seal
exchange concepts:

a) Axial location of the valve seal drive mechanism is preferred
to minimise the overall length of the valve, and its overhang
into the cell room.

b) In concept 1, the effect of locating the valve bonnet parting
flange outboard will result in a smaller RH chamber, and less
spatial requirements for handling in the cell.

c) For concept 2, the effect of relocating the valve bonnet
parting flange inboard will necessitate more clearance space
in the cell during handling operations, however the chamber
internal stroke requirements are minimised.

d) In concept 3, where the door system is integrated in the
valve casing, minimum space is required for handling
operations. This scheme will not work for the failure mode
when the seal mechanism is failed with the seal in the
deployed position. Some contaminated spread is possible.

e) Concept 4, a seal exchange concept through a port in the
valve casing, has the potential for on-line exchange (in
vacuum), although this scheme is much more complicated.

f) In concepts 1 and 2 the design of the RH equipment is an
integral part of the design of the isolation/regeneration
valve design.

g) In concept 2 a longer valve will be required than in

Concept 1.

13



h) The concepts described above are based on a 1.5m valve. If A
2.0m valve is used, then the valve will be longer, requiring
a longer RH chamber. The combined valve and chamber will
require increased operating space in the cell.

i) For concepts 1 and 2 a trade-off study needs to be done to
determine the preferred location of the valve bonnet flange.
The location of this flange will have a considerable impact
on the design of the RH chamber and could affect the location
of the TVPS cell outer wall.

j) A combination of Concept 2 and 3 will provide for seal
exchange in the seal retracted position, while providing a
backout solution for the case where the seal fails in the
deployed position.

14



3.0 IMPACT OF INERT GAS OPERATION

3.1 General

An inert gas atmosphere of either helium or nitrogen has been
proposed for the TVPS cells. Most standard commercial components
such as motors, bearings, etc, are not necessarily qualified for
operation in these atmospheres. This requirement therefore could
have a considerable impact on the design of RH equipment proposed
for the pump cells. TIG welding operations for example, for
joining all flange lip seal connections, may not be suitable for
welding in an atmosphere of helium, due to the potential impact on
weld quality of the lip seals.

There are a number of "unknowns" in this area which need to be
investigated in order to provide input to any future RH equipment
design. An assessment of commercially available equipment
(motors, bearings, seals and welding procedures) will be made to
confirm the feasibility of working in these environments and make
conclusions and recommendations for any necessary industrial R&D.

The following topics will be examined from the standpoint of
application to air and inert gas atmospheres:

electric motor drives for RH equipment;
bearings/seals;
lubrication;
TIG/MIG welding operations on flange lip seals.

This is a introductory study of some key issues only. Further,in
depth studies need to be carried out during the ITER engineering
design phase when specific commercial components are identified.
Any problem areas associated with the inert gas operation should
be identified early on, before the cell environmental requirements
are finalised.

15



3.2 Electric Motors TRef.11

3.2.1 General

It is useful to review some basic background information on motors
(for operation in air) such as enclosures, insulation, operating
temperatures, and motor life. In addition, a number of commercial
suppliers of electrical motors have been contacted to obtain their
comments and recommendations. These comments refer to DC
servomotors and stepping motors but they have application to other
classes of motors as well.

The environment in which an electric motor operates is an
important factor to consider in its selection. It dictates the
type of motor insulation and the motor enclosure used. These two
factors are important to ensure the longest motor life at the
least possible cost.

For normal operation the following factors are important:

temperature;
atmosphere.

These factors can be satisfied by the insulation system of the
electrical windings or by modifying the mechanical protection.

16



3.2.2. Enclosures

The types of motor enclosures are identified as follows:

Open Motors Totally Enclosed Motors

Drip Proof Non Ventilated
Splash Proof Fan-Cooled
Guarded Explosion Proof
Externally Ventilated Waterproof

Encapsulated

In North America, motor enclosures have been standardised by NEMA
but are not generally available in all motor types and sizes.
Totally enclosed non-ventilated enclosures are limited to smalJ
intermittent duty motors and are usually more expensive than open
type motors. Servomotors or stepping motors fall into this
category and are candidates for traction drives of the TVPS
overhead transporter RH equipment.

3.2.3 Insulation

Motor windings must be electrically insulated from adjacent
parts. Insulation usually consists of enamel coating. The motor
coils are wrapped in insulation tape and placed in motor core
slots, which are also insulated. Adjacent coils and windings are
separated, the connections being insulated and tied. Entire
windings are impregnated with insulating varnish to give
mechanical/moisture protection.

Windings are subject to aging which results in a gradual loss of
winding insulation. The resultant dielectric stresses on the
thermally weakened insulation can cause breakdown.

17



In North American NEMA specifically defines the following
insulation classes: A,B,F,H. Insulation materials most commonly
used in motors are listed in Figure 3.1. Fig. 3.2 illustrates the
effect of temperature on winding life for three insulation
classes.

3.2.4 Temperature

Motor temperatures during operation can be used as an index of the
rate at which the insulation is aging. As the insulation
surrounds the winding, the winding temperature is important.
Motor windings fail because of temperature aging, the hottest
parts failing first. Hot-spot allowances vary for different types
of motors depending whether they are totally-enclosed non-
ventilated, totally-enclosed fan-cooled or open type motors with
cooling air passing over the end turns.

Motors are rated by temperature rise in a standard ambient. The
standard is 40^C. Standard motor temperature ratings in terms of
winding temperature rise have been established by NEMA in North
America (Fig. 3.3). Parts of the motor, including the core,
should not of course exceed a temperature which will damage the
motor.

Exceeding the ambient temperature may result in one or more of the
following:

reduced life of the electrical insulation;
reduced life of the motor bearings;
failure of the thermal protection.

18



Using basic heat transfer principles, the steady state operating
temperature of a motor, operating in air, can be compared with the
same motor operating in an environment other than air, such as
helium or nitrogen. Relative cooling effects were therefore
examined. This method does not however, give information
regarding the transient thermal behaviour of the motor.

The following assumptions are used in these preliminary

calculations:

the ambient temperature is 20°C;
radiation heat transfer is negligible;
the electric motor is cooled by free convection;
the electric motor is considered as a horizontal
cylinder.

Convective heat transfer calculations for a horizontal cylindrical
motors were done utilising Nusselt (Nu), Prandtl (Pr) and Grashof
(Gr) numbers.

The results of the comparison are shown in Fig. 3.4. From this
information we see that, for an inert gas of helium, motor
operating temperatures will be lower for a given ambient
temperature because the thermal conductivity of helium is higher.
Their is little difference between air and nitrogen, because the
thermal conductivities of there gases are approximately the same.

19



3.2.5 Brushless DC Motors/Stepping Motors [Ref. 2]

Empire Magnetic Inc., suppliers of motors to Compumotor (motion
control systems), were contacted to provide comments on the
application of their motors in an inert gas atmosphere and
radiation environment. Basically their comments are noted as
follows:

a) Inert Gas Operation (He/N2)

Thermal and material properties of the motors are not
significantly affected when used in a Ng gas atmosphere. For use
with helium the story is different. Thermal properties of motors
in a He environment are considerably improved. However, helium
gas will strip motor bearing lubricants and because of its low
atomic weight, migrate into insulating materials such as plastics,
thus causing problems. Insulation properties of insulating
materials are therefore affected when used with helium. As
radiation breaks down plastics, the helium penetrates the
plastics, and the decay rates are likely to be accelerated giving
reduced motor life. For motors used in a pure Ng atmosphere then
is little reason to expect any adverse affects (air being about
80% nitrogen).

b) Radiation Environment

Empire Magnetic Inc. produces radiation hardened motors by
selecting materials that have been tested to withstand high doses
of gamma radiation. Material tests have been performed by CERN, a
European nuclear agency.

Westinghouse Bettis Research Lab tested Empire Magnetic stepper
motors to 108 rads (gamma). Empire Magnetic have also supplied
radiation hardened motors to the following:

20



Westinghouse Bettis
G.E. (San Jose)
Brookhaven National Labs
Argonne National Labs
Stanford Linear Accelerator
Advanced Nuclear Fuels

Empire Magnetic Inc., are currently working on a contract with
Martin Marietta for Oak Ridge National Laboratories (ORNL) to
provide rad-hardened servomotors with rad-hardened resolvers and
cables. These motors have application in radiation environments.
The 10^ rads is an accumulated dose rating, the upper limit of
has not been determined. Some motors have been Subjected to 10^
rads/hr for short periods of time. These motors may well exceed
the 10.8 rating, but this still needs to be confirmed.

As indicated, the insulation materials in the rad harden motors
are selected to withstand on accumulated dose of 10** rads of total
dose. The operating life of the motor in hours is obtained by
dividing the dose rate (mr/hr) into the total dose (rads).

c) Magnetic Effects

Magnetic fields, unless they are strong enough to demagnetize the
motors, have little effect on the motors. Strong magnetic fields
may however affect the signals from the drives.

21



3.2.6 Impact of Inert Gas Atmosphere on Electrical Devices [Ref. 3]

Electronics Devices Technology (Toronto) makes the following
comments regarding the use of electrical equipment in an inert gas
environment:

dry air, moist air, oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide
all have approximately the same dielectric strength;
the dielectric strength of inert gas such as helium is
approximately an order of magnitude lower than air
(Fig. 3.5), therefore a greater potential for arching;
gas impurities normally will not degrade the electrical
strength of helium and will in fact significantly
increase it;
in electronic, electrical and electromagnetic devices,
the low breakdown strength of helium is a critical
factor in the selection of these devices and their
operating voltage levels;
solid insulation is not affected by the electrical
strength of the gas atmosphere, unless the insulation is
porus;
wire enamel coatings of low voltage electromagnetic
devices such as servomotors and relays, usually have
adequate electrical strength;
the designs of electrical/electromechanical devices for
voltages of 600 VAC or less, tend to be based on
mechanical constraints and safety practices;
in industry, arcing is commonly accepted in electrical
equipment such as relay contacts and brushes of DC
motors;
electrical wear of brushes will be higher in a helium
gas atmosphere.
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3.2.7 Application of Moog's Motors [Ref. 4]

Moog Inc. were contacted for their comments on the application of
brushless motor operation in inert gas atmospheres.

Their comments are as follows:

a) Thermal

The thermal conductivities of nitrogen and air are
approximately equal. The thermal conductivity for helium is
several times higher. Therefore no derating of motors is
required for a nitrogen or helium environment.

b) Bearings

Bearings are high carbon chromium steel per SAE 52100 or AISI
E-52100. The lubricant is Cheron SRI 2 (MIL-G-81322) grease.
The seals are non-contact labyrinth type seals. Inert gas
will penetrate these seals but will not degrade the
lubricant. The grease has a nuclear resistance of 2 x 10**
rads.

c) Electrical Insulation

No lab tests have been done regarding operation in an inert
gas. As Nitrogen is similar to air, no problems are
expected in this atmosphere.
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d) Radiation Effects

Moog's teflon insulated wire is generally not acceptable for
nuclear applications. No radiation data is available for
Moog's motors. The insulation material can however be
changed if required, and alternative material lists can be
supplied.

3.2.8 Increased Motor Life

Motor winding life can be increased by consideration being given
to the following:

increased NEMA classification (for high starting
torques);
continuous-rated verses intermittent-rated;
motor enclosure suited to environmental conditions;
insulation class upgrade;
non-ventilated verses blower-cooled;
motor horsepower rating increase;
multi-speed motor for high inertia starts;
reduced duty cycle to lower the operating temperature;

Electrical motor failures are also due to high radiation. Some

techniques used to reduce failures ar listed as follows:

remote mounting of motors;
use of high temperature resistant motors;
additional shielding around the motor;
decreased motor replacement intervals;
use of rad hardened motors.
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3.3 Bearings

3.3.1 Basic design [Ref. 5]

It is helpful to review some basic background information on
bearings, their lubrication and seals, before discussing their
application to inert gas operation.

Anti-friction bearings are used in commercial DC and AC motors.
Similar types of bearings will be used in RH equipment used for
remote servicing of the pump cells. The background comments
outlined in this section apply to SKF bearings specifically, but
they are also appropriate to other types of commercially available
bearings.

Generally, single row deep groove ball bearings of the basic
design, normally open at both sides, are available in a wide
range of sizes. The basic designs, produced as "shielded" or
"sealed" bearings may, for manufacturing reasons, have recessed
outer rings or shoulders to take the shield (non-rubbing) or seals
(low friction and rubbing seals), on one or both sides.

Bearings with "shields" or "seals" at both sides, supplied as
standard, are normally filled with a lithium base grease with
rust inhibiting properties. These are suitable for operating
temperatures up to HO^C. For normal operation in air, bearings
can be obtained lubricated for life and maintenance free.

To special order, the bearings with shields, or seals, can be
supplied with other types of lubrication with temperature ranges
up to 150^C. The actual quantity of lubrication in the bearing is
appropriate to the size of bearing.
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3.3.2 Bearing Seals

Non rubbing seals in bearings depend for their effectiveness on
the sealing efficiency of narrow gaps which may be arranged
axially, radially or combined of both to form a labyrith. This
type of seal has negligible friction. It is suited for high
speeds and temperatures.

Simple gap type seals, which are sufficient for machines in a dry,
dust-free atmosphere, comprise a small radial gap formed between
the shaft and the housing. It's effectiveness can be improved by
providing one or more grooves in the bore of the housing.
Labyrinth seals, on the other hand, are more expensive, and
chiefly used with grease lubrication.

Simple space-saving arrangements can be achieved using bearings
incorporating "shields" or "seals" at one or both sides. Bearings
sealed or shielded at both sides are supplied lubricated with the
correct quantity of grease.

There are two designs of bearings with shields, suffix Z and 2Z
(Fig. 3.6). Bearings with an outside diameters up to and
including 110 mm have steel shields which form a long sealing gap
with the land of the inner ring shoulder.

Some small bearings are equipped with RZ seals. These are
designed to meet requirements of positive sealing, with minimum
friction. The lips of the seal form a very narrow gap with the
land of the inner ring shoulder. The seals are essentially non-
rubbing. Their sealing performance is superior to that of the Z
shields. The RZ seals are supplied commercially in synthetic
rubber with a steel reinforcement.
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Bearings fitted with seals of the rubbing type are identified by
the suffix RSI or 2RSI. The outside diameter of the seal is
retained in the recess in the outer ring holder. The seal lips
seal against the recesses in the interring shoulders. The seals
are suitable for temperatures up to

3.3.3 Radiation Effects on Seals

No data is available on the effects of radiation on SKF bearing
seals. Comments from SKF (Toronto) are that VITON is probably the
most stable in a radiation environment. The recommendations are
that further researched data on seals needs to be obtained from
such material suppliers as Du Pont.

Du Pont were contacted and provided radiation data. Data in
Fig. 3.7 indicate that the type of VITON polymer has little or no
effect on radiation resistance. VITON A-HV and VITON B are
identical to VITON A at equal exposures. Fig. 3.8 demonstrates
that the use of VITON E-60C, with a variety of fillers, does not
improve resistance. In summary, exposure of vulcanizates of VITON
fluoroelastomer, irrespective of the type of filler, can withstand
105-106 rads with little or no effect on physical properties and
106-107 rads with moderate effect; 108 rads produces a severe
effect [Ref. 6].
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3.3.4 Lubricants

3.3.4.1 General

Some basic background information is provided in this section on
lubricants and their application to a nuclear environment.
Comments from industrial suppliers are also included from the
standpoint of inert gas operation.

Rolling bearings must be lubricated to prevent metallic contact
between the rolling elements, raceways and cages, and to protect
the bearing from corrosion and wear. The period during which a
grease lubricated bearing will function satisfactorily without
relubrication depends on the bearing type, speed, operating
temperature and lubricant characteristics.

Typical SKF bearing relubrication times, shown in Fig. 3.9 are
valid for normal operating conditions in air [Ref. 5]. The data
is based on the use of an age resistant, average quality grease
for bearing temperatures up to 70^C. For small bearings,
particularly deep groove bell bearings, times are increased.
Ball bearings sealed with shields (or seals), lubricated for life,
are a viable alternative to scheduled maintenance. Where there is
no risk of the grease becoming degraded, the relubrication
intervals should be increased.

Lubricating properties of grease deteriorate with time as a
result of aging. Lubricants can become contaminated in service.
The choice of lubricant is influenced by the temperature range
and operating speed of the bearing.
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Grease lubrication is generally used when bearings are used in
normal industry applications. Grease is preferred to oil as it is
more easily retained and assists in sealing against the entry of
moisture and impurities.

3.3.4.2 Greases

Lubricating greases are thickened mineral oils or synthetic
fluids. Soaps are used as the thickening agent in the grease.
The most important factors to be considered are: consistency,
temperature range and rust inhibiting properties.

Sodium based greases are water soluble and form a rust inhibiting
emulsion. Lithium and calcium based greases are insoluble in
water and do not protect against corrosion. Rust inhibiting
properties of calcium and lithium based greases, containing EP
additives, are however acceptable.

3.3.4.3 Inert Gas Operation

Radiation tests by Shell have been performed on lubricants in
inert gas atmospheres of nitrogen and argon, and also in vacuum.
Shell's Lubricant Test Department (Toronto) comments that, for
normal operation in air, the introduction of oxygen with time
tends to break down the lubricant (grease) into oil components.
For operation in inert gas such as nitrogen and helium, there
will be no chemical attack.

Another comment by Shell is that if bearings are overfilled, the
churning effect tends to break down the grease due to the heat
generated. The heat converts the grease to a liquid and the
chemical bonds break.
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Shell expressed some concerns with the operation of bearings in a
helium atmosphere, with the potential for helium to migrate past
the seals and enter the bearings. There is the possibility of the
gas penetrating the lubricant and permitting metal to metal
contact of the rolling elements, resulting in early failure of the
bearing. A similar comment is made by Empire Magnetics Inc., who
express concern that the helium could strip the lubricant from the
motor bearings.

As an alternative, Empire Magnetics recommend, the use of a dry
lubricant such as molybdenum disulfide ( M Q S 2 ) . The dry film will
not be carried away by the helium gas. Empire Magnetics indicate
the operating life of the bearing with a dry lube is however much
shorter than with grease.

Companies in the U.S.A. specialise in treating bearing races with
(MOS2). Bearings treated in this manner are currently used in the
aerospace industry, and in some instances in Tokamak UHV
applications.

It would appear, therefore, for operation in helium atmospheres,
no difficulties would be experienced in exchanging servomotor
bearings for bearings treated in this manner. No significant
increase in cost of the motors should be expected.

For operation in nitrogen atmospheres the situation is different.
It would appear that standard lubricants could be used and that no
major modifications to the bearings would be required.
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3.3.4.4 Radiation Effects

a) Esso Lubricants [Ref. 7]

In many cases lubricants are used in nuclear plants in conditions
of very low radiation where special radiation resistance is not
necessary. Resistance to oxidation still remains the most
important feature. Radiation levels, in some cases, can be
insignificant in comparison with the radiation levels some
lubricants can withstand in service without showing signs of
radiation decomposition.

For example, the Torus Vacuum Pumping System RH equipment, during
its brief and infrequent periods of service in the pump cell, will
be exposed to flux levels of possibly 100 mSv/hr and possibly low
tritiated atmospheres. When nor in use the equipment will be
stored in a shielded area protected from neutron streaming.

Petroleum products are, however, susceptible to deterioration
resulting from gamma radiation. The effect is to accelerate
oxidation or, in the absence of oxygen, to produce similar
symptoms of decomposition: increased viscosity.

The effects of radiation, with a petroleum oil, becomes
significant only after prolonged exposure or high flux levels.
Destructive radiation must exceed a dose of 10** rads. For most
situations, therefore, it will be oxidation stability that
determines the suitability of the lubricant.

Lubricant suppliers such as Esso have formulated greases for long-
service life in anti-friction bearings. These greases are
designed to withstand high temperature (150-320°F) and high
radiation.
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Greases possess high resistance to radiation, though their soap
content makes them less resistant than petroleum oils. These
lubricants (greases) can withstand radiation levels of 10^ to
-108 rads (Lubrication in Nuclear Power Plants, ESSO). In
summary, for application to the TVPS cell, it would appear that
the predominating effects will be air, inert gas, moisture, and
low tritiated atmospheres, rather than radiation.

b) Shell Lubricants [Ref. 8]

The radiation stability of the lubricant is determined
predominately by the chemical nature of the base oil. Relative
radiation resistance of the base oils is shown in Fig. 3.10. This
data was obtained by irradiations performed on lubricants in
inert gas atmospheres of nitrogen, argon and vacuum.

Oxygen drastically reduces the life of the lubricant and radiation
accelerates the oxygen phenomena.

Shell grease APL 701 is very radiation resistant (109 rads).
Other shell oils/greases are commercially available: Shell
greases APL 700, 702; Shell oils APL 710, 719, 729, 731 and 734.
They have been tested at AERE - Harwell and have been shown to be
resistant up to 10^ rads.

Data supplied by Shell shows lubrication intervals, temperatures,
speeds and lubricant properties for a number of Alvania lubricants
(Fig. 3.11).

Shell APL Greases
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There are a range of greases formulated with inorganic thickening
agents specially selected to resist the tendency to soften under
radiation as a result of collapse of the gel structure. They are
also designed to minimise reaction with pressurized carbon dioxide
(C02) atmosphere when used in equipment required to operate in the
presence of radiation.

Shell APL Grease 700

This is a medium-consistency grease with a medium-viscosity base
oil. It offers moderate radiation resistance at temperatures up
to 150^C. It is particularly suitable for plain and rolling
bearings found in actuators, charge/discharge valves and remote
control handling equipment.

This meets the requirements of UK Atomic Energy Authority's
(UKAEA) Test Schedules 1 and 2 and the penetration requirements of
Schedule 1.

Shell APL Grease 701

This is a medium-consistency grease based on a high viscosity oil
and containing anti-corrosion inhibitors. It has excellent
resistance to radiation at temperatures up to 150°C, and offers a
level of resistance normally in excess of radiation encountered in
reactor control rod actuator mechanisms. It is particularly
suitable for plain and rolling bearings found in actuators,
charge/discharge valves and remote control handling equipment,
especially where high humidity may be encountered (e.g. during
start-up and commissioning). This product will meet the majority
of grease and rolling bearing applications in nuclear power
stations. It exceeds requirements of UKAEA Test Schedule 1.
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Shell APL Grease 702

The grease is similar to SHELL APL Grease 701, but, it also
contain graphite. It is suitable for heavily loaded low-speed
gear transmissions, couplings and plain bearings, and exceeds
requirements of UKAEA Test Schedule 1.

3.4 TIG/MIG WELDING PROCESS TRef. 91

3.4.1 General

Cut/Weld operations will be required on all flange lip seals in
the TVPS. TIG/MIG operations in the pump cell must therefore be
examined from the standpoint of the operation in an inert gas
atmosphere of either He or Ng. A review of the basic welding
processes will be helpful in determining the effect that an inert
gas has on the weld process.

3.4.2 Shielding Gases

Shielding gases are consumables used with the MIG or TIG process.
The quality of these gases is defined in specifications, usually
referred to welding grade of shielding gases, to describe the
required purity.

The primary purpose of the shielding gas is to protect the molten
metal from contamination by the oxygen and nitrogen in the air
(assuming the operation is done in air). The gas has an influence
on the arcing and metal-transfer characteristics during welding,
as well as weld penetration, width of fusion and surface shape,
welding speed, and tendency to undercut.
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Inert gases used in welding are helium, argon, neon, krypton, and
xenon. Of these, helium and argon are the most used. These
provide satisfactory shielding for aluminum, magnesium, and
stainless steel. Carbon dioxide is used also. Nitrogen is
sometime used alone but usually mixed with Argon. Nitrogen is
extensively used in Europe.

3.4.3 Argon/Helium

The inert nature of these gases is not the only reason they are
used. Other functions govern the choice of gas for MIG or TIG
procedures. For a given arc length and current, the arc voltage
with helium is higher than with argon. More heat is therefore
produced with helium than with argon, so helium is more effective
for welding thick materials, particularly with high conductivity
materials like aluminum alloys.

Argon is more suitable for welding thin materials with lower heat
conductivity requirements. The heavier the gas the more effective
it is for arc shielding. Helium gas is very light; argon is ten
times heavier than helium and 30% heavier than air.

When argon is discharged from the welding nozzle it forms a
protective blanket over the weld area. Helium, on the other hand
rises and disperses rapidly. Higher flow rates are required with
helium (or mixtures high in helium) than with argon.

The shape of a weld bead and penetration pattern are determined,
to some extent, by metal-transfer characteristics, which are
affected by the shielding gas used.
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Metal is generally deposited either by spray transfer or by
globular transfer. Spray transfer produces relatively deep
penetration on the centre of the bead and shallow penetration the
edges; globular transfer produces a broader and shallower
penetration pattern throughout the bead of the weld.

Argon generally promotes more spray transfer than helium and at
lower current levels. A degree of spray transfer is possible with
20% argon 80% He. The bead profile is also affected.

3.4.4 Inert Gases with Additions

Improved metal transfer, stable arc, and less spatter result from
the addition of oxygen and carbon dioxide to the shielding gas.
These additions promote the flow of weld metal - reducing or
eliminating weld undercut. Weld penetration and bead shape are
affected by oxygen additions.

Noticeable effects in the arc action, or metal transfer
characteristics to gas metal-arc welding result from additions of
as little as 0.5% oxygen to argon. Usually l-5%02 is added. O2
and CO2 arc seldom added to helium and argon-helium mixtures.
Figure 3.12 shows a number of shielding gases and gas mixtures
for gas metal-arc welding.
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3.4.5 Shielding Gases for TIG Welding

Argon, helium, or a mixture of the two are commonly used in gas
tungsten arc welding. Argon provides the advantage of easier arc
starting, smoother arc action, and better cleaning action,
especially in materials such as aluminum and magnesium. Argon
costs less than helium and requires a lower arc voltage for
comparable currents and arc length.

For the welding of thin material, argon is recommended because of
its lower arc-voltage characteristics and reduction of the
tendency for burn through. Helium is preferred for welding
thicker materials because of its higher voltage characteristics.
It is also used for welding metals with high heat conductivity and
for high speed mechanised welding. Mixtures of Ar and He are used
as a shielding gas to balance the arc characteristics.

Mixtures of Ar and He with hydrogen provides high arc voltage and
heat in the weld zone.

The rate at which some metals are joined by gas tungsten - arc
welding and the quality of the resulting welds - are significantly
affected by gas purity. Reactive materials particularly can be
degraded by gas impurities of a few hundreds of one percent.
Stainless steel can however tolerate much higher levels of
impurities without any adverse effects.

The purity of commercially available argon and helium is very
high. Impurities in shielding gas usually consist of water
vapour, oil, oxygen or nitrogen. Water vapour diffuses through
hose lines, or contaminates can be drawn in through leaks in the
lines.
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3.4.6 MIG Welding

Initially only argon and helium, or a mixture, were used for gas
metal-arc welding. Gas metal arc welding is used primarily for
welding of the move reactive materials such as aluminum and
magnesium. These require an inert shield.

Carbon dioxide shielding is used for MIG welding of carbon and
low-alloy steels in conjunction with a deoxidised electrodes.

3.5 Seal Leaks and Leak Detection fRef.101

3.5.1 General

Replacement of isolation/regeneration valve seals will require
make/break operations on all valve bonnet flange connections.
After reassembly, the connected joints must be leak-checked. An
overview of current leak detection methods and their application
to and their impact on the TVPS will provide useful input to RH
requirements.
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3.5.2 Leak Detection

Leak detection is divided into two groups: leak location and
measurement of total leakage. These two groups are also divided
into two cases: leakage from inside the part to the outside, and
leakage from outside the part to the inside. Outside-in leak
detention is reviewed in further depth and its application to the
TVPS. This process is normally carried out by evacuating the
container to be tested, then sensing the rate at which a trace gas
enters.

3.5.2.1 Trace Gas Detection

The detection of trace gas emanating from a leak requires
consideration of the technique of gathering the gas for detection,
and the technology of the detection process itself.

Helium gas is the most effective to probe for leaks, for leak
rates of 1 x 10"6 mbar.l/sec. This process is used in finding
small leaks in high-vacuum apparatus. While gases other than
helium have been used for some of these applications, helium has
the following advantages:

non-toxic;
non-contaminating;
high mobility;
easy detection;
low atomic weight.
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For outside-in leak tests the process involves applying the gas to
the suspected leak sites, while maintaining vacuum on the inside
of the system. A mass spectrometer or residual gas analyzer
(RGA), incorporated in the leak detector, responds to the increase
in the trace gas concentration.

RGA's or helium leak detector instruments are the most sensitive
and reliable of instruments for the measurement of leaks of the
order of 1 x 10'^ mbar.l/s. A schematic of a helium leak detector
is shown in Fig. 3.13. A schematic of RGA equipment is shown in
Fig. 3.14.

3.5.2.2 Typical Flange

Fig. 3.15 shows a typical flange connection with primary and
secondary seals. The secondary seal is a welded lip type while
the primary seal is organic material and shown located on the UHV
side (on reassembly of the components).

It is important to look at the impact of the cell atmosphere on
the leak checking process as leak in-situ testing of both primary
and secondary seals will be required.

3.5.2.3 Primary/Secondary Seal Leak Check

Primary and secondary seals can be leak checked by using RGA
equipment. A RGA is not limited to sensing one (or two) trace
gasses, such as in the case of a helium leak detector mass
spectrometer, but can detect a wide range of trace gases up to
200 AMU. This feature can be made use of in the testing of TVPS
valve flanges to check the seals for on-site leak checking
(Fig. 3.16).
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However, if the same gas is used in the cell and the chamber then
a gas other than this must be used as a probe gas: A number of
combinations of cell inert gases will be looked at and their
impact on the leak detection method.

If helium is used as a cell atmosphere then the trace gas must be
other than helium such as argon. The RGA, attached to the seal
cavity will sense helium if it leaks through the primary seal.
Similarly, the RGA will detect a trace gas such as argon if
applied to the secondary seal. Other situations are possible:

Cell atmosphere (N2)/chamber fN2). In this situation
the trace gas must differ from the cell and chamber
atmospheres. This could be helium and applied
externally to the lip seal. The RGA will sense the
trace gas (helium) if there is a leak in the secondary
seal. The RGA, attached to the seal cavity, will sense
the nitrogen if it leaks through the primary seal.

Cell atmosphere (airl/chamber atmosphere(N2). In this
situation the RGA will sense nitrogen if there is a leak
in the primary seal. Similarly, the RGA will sense
helium as air contains traces of helium (5 PPM).
Alternatively, a trace gas (argon) can be applied to the
exterior surface of the secondary seal for leak
detection.
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3.6 Summary

3.6.1 Electrical Motors

Preliminary investigation indicated that commercial suppliers of
electrical motors have little concern for operation in a nitrogen
atmosphere, but they do have considerable doubts about operation
in helium. The indicators are that all radiation hardened servo-
motors and stepping motors should be tested in conditions similar
to those encountered at site, i.e. radiation helium gas
environments and low tritiated atmospheres.

To date, neitner of the industrial suppliers of servomotors
contacted has confirmed the feasibility of their motors to operate
subject to radiation and a helium atmosphere. The combination of
the radiation and the potential for helium to penetrate radiation
weakened insulation is the main concern. Little or no information
is available on motors operating in helium atmospheres.

One course of action is possible: confirm the feasibility of
motors by testing in a similar environment. An alternative
approach is to investigate the feasibility of encapsulated motors
for this application.
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3.6.2 Bearing Seals

Discussions with SKF in Canada and their research group in
Holland, indicate that seals used on SKF bearings, if used in
inert gas atmospheres, will not be a major problem. Their only
concern is that synthetic seals made with VITON should be used
instead of silicon, as the permeability of silicon is much higher
than VITON. Information on the permeability in helium and
nitrogen atmospheres by DU Pont shows that for a given test
specimen, helium has approximately 50 times the permeability of
nitrogen.

3.6.3 Lubricants

Although high radiation greases would have application on RH
equpiment used to handle high radiation components such as breeder
blankets, it would appear that they would not be necessary for
application to equipment used in the Torus Vacuum Pumping System
cells, where the radiation levels are much lower. A radiation
mapping of the cell should be prepared in the preliminary design
phase before a selection for this application can be made.

A wide range of bearing grease lubricants are available
commercially for nuclear application and life tests have been
conducted in a number of inert gas atmospheres. Concern exist,
however, when using these products in an atmosphere of helium. In
this environment it would appear that bearings may need special
treatment with M Q ^ . From a lubricant standpoint, a nitrogen
atmosphere is preferred to one of helium.
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No data is currently available to hand on the effect of low
tritiated atmospheres for lubricating properties of greases and
MgSg. Rehabilitation operations on 500 MW CANDU nuclear stations
in Canada, operate in vaults of low tritiated atmospheres.
Tooling equipment is not affected. Radiation effects however on
refuelling equipment bearings, can affect the life of the
lubricants. The effect of tritium take-up in lubricants and
materials will be explored in-depth in subsequent studies, if this
proves to be a major issue for the concentrations involved.

3.6.4 TIG/MIG Welding

Discussions held with specialist at the Welding Institute in
Canada (Toronto) indicate that the preferred way would be to use a
standard shielding gas for TIG welding such as argon, irrespective
of the TVPS cell atmosphere.

If helium is used, the cell purge gas should be dry and of welding
quality grade. Theoretically, the TIG process could be done
without a shielding gas if helium gas is used in the cell.
However, ensuring that the atmosphere is of welding quality may be
impossible to achieve in actual practice. Shielding gas such as
argon is preferred to ensure that good welds are obtained, that
there is no contamination spread into the weld zone, and to
prevent the embrittlement that results from contamination spread.

In Europe, nitrogen is commonly used as shielding gas. If
nitrogen is used as a purge gas for the cell, then there would be
no major impact on the welding process - assuming that the cell
purge gas is of welding quality. It is, however preferred to have
argon as the shielding gas for all lip seal welding processes
used on flange connections.
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3.6.5 Leak Detection

In all probability the inert gas will be the same for both the
chamber interior and the pump cell atmosphere. If this is the
case then the probe gas must be a gas other than the cell and the
chamber gas. The RGA is most versatile in that it cab sense a
wide range of gases. One piece of equipment therefore can sense
leaks in both seals, irrespective of the type of inert gas
atmosphere or the trace gas used. If a probe gas has to be
applied to the external surface of the seal it is feasible that
the welding trollies (developed by JET) could be adapted for this
purpose, as argon is the gas normally used for TIG welding
procedures.

It should be noted that tritium, if trapped in the cavity, could
potentially migrate to the turbomolecular pump (TMP) in the RGA
pumping equipment, resulting in contamination of the pump oil
lubricating system. Suppliers of the UHV equipment indicate that
TMP'S can be modified to permit other than oil lubricated
bearings, if this should be a potential problem area.

Outside-in leak detection of the primary seal is also feasible but
it is not without practical difficulties. In this set-up, the
chamber must be pumped down to vacuum in order to test the seal.
This requirement is impracticable as it would necessitate pumping
not only the pump manifolds, but the torus chamber as well, in
order to check for leaks in the flange seal. It is therefore
preferable to leave the inert gas in the chamber and, by pumping
down the seal cavity, measure seal leakage by sensing the purge
gas, or the trace gas separately, or in sequence.
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4.0 RH EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS-VALVE SEAL REPLACEMENT

4.1 General

Cryopump operations will vary widely depending on the torus system
exhaust requirements. Current pumping specifications require
flows varying from a minimum of 350 mVsec to a maximum of 700
mVsec. For cryopump operation a large gate valve, suitable for
frequent cycling, will be required for regeneration. Combining
the regeneration/isolation function into a single valve has many
advantages and is currently the reference option for ITER.

Due to the cycling nature of the cryopumps the system can operate
even though there may be a number of failed valve seals.
Currently the frequency of valve cycling for pump regeneration is
once every 2 hours.

The wide range of pump flows required for machine operation
complicates matters from a maintenance standpoint. At low flows
seal failures can be relatively high, say in the order of 10 out
of a total of 24, without having to shut the machine down. At
high flows, seal failure must be kept as low as possible - not
greater than 2. The RH system must be designed for the potential
worst case seal replacement scenario

Other factors will enter the picture. For example, the total RH
equipment requirement is based not only on the number of
maintenance missions (such as seal replacement) but on the time
for each maintenance operation and the total scheduled (or
unscheduled) outage time. The equipment to carry out the
maintenance tasks in the cell will be overhead transporter
manipulators (OTM'S).
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4.2 Equipment Needs

The total RH equipment can be defined in terms of the time to
complete a specific task (t), the number of tasks (n) and the
given outage time (To). These variables are expressed in the
following manner:

N = nt
To

The product of n and t gives the total machine hours while To is
the available time for the maintenance tasks.

The times to replace a seal using either the concept 2 method or
the concept 3 method described previously, have been estimated.
In concept 2, the time required for the device shut-down, valve
seal removal and new valve seal installation has been estimated as
5.5 days (130 hours). A saving of 1 day approximately is achieved
using concept 3.

Assuming the plant has 50% availability, then 4000 hours per year
is used for outage time. Based on a maintenance mission of 130
hours per seal exchange operation and a total of 24 seals, a
total of 3120 hours would be required. Then, for an outage time
of 4000 hours only one piece of RH equipment is required. In
order to have adequate equipment a minimum of 2 pieces of RH
equipment is recommended.

Other maintenance tasks will be necessary. Times for there tasks
need to be estimated to ensure that the RH equipment is adequate
to meet there additional demands.
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4.3 Scheduled/Unscheduled Operations

For scheduled outages of say 3 or 6 months there should be more
than adequate time to replace seals as other maintenance
operations will be carried out simultaneously on the machine. As
determined, only one or two overhead transporters are required to
complete the maintenance task(s). However, for unscheduled
outages, to maximise plant availability, outage times may be very
short. Low outage times will require maximising the RH equipment
if the operational goals for ITER are to be achieved (Fig. 4.1).
Adequate RH equipment therefore must be available to meet these
requirements.

4.4 Valve Component Life

An important factor is the life of valve components. Valves with
a long operational life are highly desirable. In this case,
scheduled replacement operations can be planned, with the minimum
of RH equipment. Low valve component life will require increased
frequency of maintenance, perhaps more than the planned outages.
A high frequency of valve failure may require unscheduled
interruptions in machine operation, requiring very short outage
times in order to maximise machine availability. RH equipment
must be available to meet the worst case scenario.

VAT were contacted to provide their comments on the life of their
large gate valves. Cycling times for valves in the range of 0.4m
to 1.25 m are approximately 10,000 cycles until first servicing.
For larger valves, such as a 1.5m valve, cycling times will be
much lower, perhaps of the order of 5000 cycles. The above
figures assume clean environments, and should be reduced for a
dust burdened atmosphere.
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Comments by VAT indicate that larger valves are subject to larger
operating forces which results in increased maintenance and
servicing. The internal toggle mechanism and drive mechanism
which operate in vacuum are all dry film lubricated.

Another component prone to failure is the bellows. These are
subject to a differential pressure of 1 atmosphere and subject to
cycling during operation. Bellow cycling can lead to failure.
VAT suppliers indicated that of all valve components in this size
of valve, seal life normally exceeds the life of the valve
mechanism.

Assuming 4000 hours/year of operation, then 2000 cycles will be
required per year based on a valve cycling of 1 per 2 hours. In
theory, the life of the valve bellows assuming 5000 cycles, will
be 2.5 years. Realistically the life of the valve mechanism may
be much lower. If bellows malfunction the complete valve may have
to be replaced. Operational experience on large Tokamaks
indicates that bellows failure has been the single item causing
plant stoppage.

The cycle data provided by VAT is based on UHV environments with
little or no particulate contamination to damage the working
parts. A valve operating in a dust burdened environment has the
potential to increase the wear on the working parts and must
result in a reduced life.
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5.0 RH EQUIPMENT-IMPACT ON BUILDING LAYOUT

5.1 Options

The impact of RH equipment on the building layout needs to be
assessed for one or two (or more) pieces of overhead transporter
manipulator equipment. Each of these arrangements will be looked
at in further depth for the ITER building configurations as
follows:
a) 1 Transporter/manipulator

If maintenance requirements necessitate one overhead transporter
manipulator (OTM) then, in this scheme, (Figure 5.1) the OTM must
be capable of having access to all 8 pump cells. An external rail
mounted transporter will be required for inter-cell transfer.
There are concerns regarding space for decontamination.
b) 2 Transporter/manipulators

If the maintenance needs require two OTM's then, each piece of
equipment must be capable of servicing 4 cells. In this scheme,
(Figure 5.2), as in the above scheme, an external rail-mounted
transporter is required to transport RH equipment from one cell to
another. In the ITER building arrangement, structural columns
obstruct access for RH equipment between adjacent pairs of cells.

If 4 OTM's are used (one per two cells) there is no structural

interference and no external transporter is required.
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Fig. 5.3 shows a plan view of RH equipment in its storage
location in the cryostat access corridor between adjacent pump
cells. The location of the curved rail is also shown. Note that
the radial orientation of RH equipment is in conflict with the
tangential arrangement of the valves. Radial orientation of the
valves is preferred from the RH perspective.

5.1.1 Airlocks

For the ITER pump cell arrangement one airlock is required for
each cell as shown Figure 5.1. At least one (possibly two)
contamination control chambers/transporters are required for the
transfer of components from the cell to the hot cell discharge
port.

5.1.2 Revised ITER Configuration

In the revised ITER configuration, the external circular cell wall
replaces the current cell wall configuration of the current ITER
arrangement. The walls and cryostat corridors between adjacent
cells are removed to provide more space within each cell. The
structural columns are relocated and do not obstruct access to the
cells.

Figure 5.4 shows a four airlock arrangement and provision for two
contamination control chambers/transporters for removal of
components to the hot cell air lock. In the pump cell
configuration shown, each piece of RH equipment can service as
many as 4 cells without obstruction if this should be a
requirement.
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In this building configuration, access to the cryostat for remote
maintenances purposes is via the pump cells. There is no separate
access corridor as in the current ITER arrangement. There are
concerns in this configuration that pump cell contamination could
spread into the cryostat.

The overhead transporter/manipulator could be used to transport
cryostat RH equipment between cells. The pump cell RH equipment
must be serviced in a service area located radially outside the
cell circumferential wall. A concept of this arrangement is shown
in Fig. 5.5. As the cell atmosphere is inert gas, the service
room acts as a airlock with a sliding door/seal separating the
service area from the pump cells. However, the total RH
requirement depends on those consideration discussed in
sect. 4.0. It is therefore important to keep the width of the
pump cell and therefore the span of the RH equipment as short as
possible, thus avoiding Neutral Beam (NB) duct interference.

A mobile transporter external to the pump cells is required, as
failed components must be transported to the hot cell. It is
envisaged that, as a minimum, two transporters will be required.

To ensure adequate RH equipment is available, all possible failure
modes need to be assessed together with their outage times. Four
transporter - manipulators should be adequate for maintenance
needs, but this needs to be confirmed quantatively in the next
engineering design phase.
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5.2 Cryogenic Valves

Other components in the pumping system most prone to malfunction
are the cryogenic valves (Fig. 5.6). The clearance needed in the
pump cell room to dismantle a valve is give below for two sizes
of air operated valves (Fig. 5.7).

Valve Weight Dimension
dia. A
mm (kg-) (meters)

50 36 1.5
100 95 2.3

Dimension A is the stroke required to remove the air-operated
valve stem. This constitutes the clearance required above the
valve to remove the valve internals. From the above information,
we see that considerable space must be provided above the valve
box for maintenance operations.

In the current pump cell scheme there is approximately 2.2 meters
between the top of the pump/valve box and the roof of the cell.
There is insufficient clearance for a 100 mm valve, but just
enough clearance for the 50 mm valve.

If the 100 mm valve is required, then the valve box must be
relocated lower down to permit maintenance operations. In
subsequent design phases it is important that cryogenic valve stem
replacement times should be estimated.
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5.3 NB Duct Interference

Fig. 5.8 shows the location of the RH equipment based on the
latest ITER building configuration. Subsequent to this layout a
Neutral Beam (NB) duct scheme was introduced in a revised ITER
building arrangement. Fig. 5.8 shows the lower profile of the NB
duct and its projection into the pump cell. Fig. 5.9 shows the
interference area in plan of pump cells T17 and T10.

A 2.2 meter clearance is required above the pumping system as a
minimum for RH equipment. The effect of the duct interference
will be to loose approximately 1.0 meter in height above the
cryopumps. This is based on a cell span of 12 meters. If the
pump and cell wall is moved further out in a radial direction,
then a further loss of height results, i.e. 1.2 meters based on
the current wall location. This loss of height must be made up by
either lowering the floor level or incorporating a recess in the
roof of the cell in order to permit a clear access space of 2.2
meters space above the pumps.

Ideally, the preferred position of the cryopumps is as close to
the reactor as possible. Similarly, the wall should be as close
to the pump as possible with sufficient space to permit RH
activities.
In order to assess the structural impact on the RH equipment of
moving the outer wall radially outwards, the overhead
transport/manipulator was analysed using a finite element program.
The following loads were assumed to be applied at the base of the
telescopic mast:

Vertical Load Fr » 1400 kgs.
Horizontal Load Fn = 114 kgs.
Moment M = 114 kg-m.
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The resulting deflection is approximately 0.5 mm horizontally and
3.0 mm vertically, lhe effect of moving the pump cell wall
radially outwards by 1 meter is to increase the vertical
deflection by approximately 50%. The input data, analysis
results and model are shown in Fig. 5.10, Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12.
The loads assumed are for preliminary purposes only. A further
assessment needs to be done in the engineering design phase.
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6.0 OVERHEAD TRANSPORTER EQUIPMENT/SEAL EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT INTEGRATION

Seal replacement handling operations will require the handling of
a separate RH contamination control chamber.

This scheme will require a special spreader beam for the handling
operations adequate to take the loads imposed during handling.
If a separate chamber is utilised the beam must be designed for
the combined weight of the valve casing and the chamber.

In one scheme the spreader beam is deployed by the telescopic mast
which is itself part of the overhead transporter/manipulator. A
compliance system is also required at the spreader beam attachment
points to allow for misalignment during assembly operations. In a
second scheme the crane deploys the spreader beam, while the
telescopic mast deploys the end-of-arm tooling.

To carry out the bolt removal and seal cut/weld operations, a
small electric master-slave servomanipuiator (EMSM), or power
manipulator, is required mounted at one end of the spreader beam
(Fig. 6.1). In addition, special end effector tooling is required
to interface between the EMSM and the valve components.

Some concerns exist as to the feasibility of incorporating EMSM
equipment in the confined space as existing off-the-shelf standard
units tend to be bulky. Power manipulator equipment offer a
possible alternative. EMSM's and power manipulator equipment
should be studied with reference to their application to the
manipulative tasks required.
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Table I
Comparative Radiation* Resistance of VITON Fluoroelastomers

1A
COMPOUND
VITON A ICO
VITON 8 -
YITCNA-HV -
MT Carbon Slack 20
MAGLITEY 15
OIAK No. I 1

VULCAMZATE PROPERTIES
Cute: Press-30 minutes at 149'C [300*rj

Oven-step plus 24 hours at 204»C (<IOO*F]
» Stress-Strain and Hardness at 24*C [75'F]

Original
100% Modulus. MPs [psi] 2.6 [375]
Tensile Strength. MPa [psi] 15.2 [2 200]
Elongation jt Break, % 320
Hardness, durometer A 63

After 5 x 10* Radi [5 x 10* J/kgJ Radiation
100% Modulus. MPa fpsi] 4.4 [650]
Tensile Strength. MPs [psi] 15.4 [2 225]
Elongation at 3reak. % 230
Hardness, durometer A 71

Afier lO^ fijds [ins j /k ? j fttfjjtion
2C0S Modulus. MPj fpsi] S.0 [875J
Tensile Strength. MPa (psi) 13.3 [2 000]
Elongation at Break. 4 170
Hardness, durometer A 70

Af t«r 2,5110' ftids 12.5 x 10* J / t f l tadiatton
1005 Modnlus. MPa [psi] 10.4 {1500J
Tensile Strength, MPa [psi] 11.8 [1700)
Elongation at Break, % 110
Hardnesj, durometerA 73

Afttr S i tO7 Rada [5 x 10s J/kf) Kadiation
Tensile Strength. MPa (pst] U {1250]
Elongation at Break, % £0
Hardness. durometerA 73

After 10* R a * [10* JAf] hdfatioa
T«nsile Strenith, MP» [psi] 7.S(l!00]
Elongation at Sreak, *» 10
Hardness, durometerA 87

IS

100

2.6 [375]
15.2 [2 200]

330
63

4.4 [650]
15.2(2200]

230
71

5.8 [850]
13.2 [1 Sis]

160
n

11.0(1800]
12.6 [1825]

120
7$

9.2 [1325]
55
79

7.811125]
10
87

IC

_
20
15
1

IOC
20
15
1

3.2 P75I
26.8 [2 425]

250
59

4.3 [7C0]
15.0 [2 175]

220
71

5.8 [350]
13.2 [1925]

170
71

9.6(1400]
11.2 [1625]

110
74

9.2(1325]
60
73

7.4(1075)
10
86

'Sen ndiatm it mm temMrtw* • * '*> a YM it dial Gewitcr

VITON RADIATION RESISTANCE
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Table II

Test Compounds of VITON E-6OC for Radiationb Experiments

2A

COMPOUND
vrroN £-60c 100
MAGUTE 0 3
Calcium Hydroxide 6
Fine Ground Calcium Caroonats -
Blanc Fixe -
MT Black -

VULCANIZATE PROPERTIES
Cure: Press-15 minutes at !77°C t35O°F]

Oven-24 hours at 232oC[i50"F]

• Stress-Strain and Hardness at 2<K [7S'FJ

Original
IG03 Modulus, MPa [psi] 2.0 [300]
Tensile Strength. MPa [psij 7.4 [1 075]
Elongation a! Bresh, % 200
Haraness. durornerrA 53

After 51 1<P Rsis (5 x 105 i/k%] Radiation
Tensile Strength. MPa i « i ) 5.1 [775]
Elongation at Break. % 65
Harcinrs. durometerA 71

After 10» Rads (10* Jrtg] Radiation
Tensile Strength. MPa Jpsi) 6.2 [900]
Elongation at Break. % 45
Hardness, durometer A 32

After 2.5 x 10* Rads [2.5 x 10* J/kgJ Radiation
Tensile Strength. MPa [psi] 10.8 [ I 575]
Elongat'on «t Break. % 15
Hardness, durometer O 64

After 5 x 10* Ridt {S x 10* J/kjJ Raciatieri
Tensile Strength. MPa (psi) -
Elongation »t Sreak. %
Hardness, duromettr 0 30

28 2C 20

100
3
6
—

100
3
6

ICO
3
6

30

30 20

5.2 [900]
13.0 [1 SOO]

180

n
9.3 [1 350]

45
85

9.5 [1 400]
40
90

77

81

4.3 [700]
11.8 [1700]

180
66

9.3 [1350]
60
80

7.6(1100]
25
88

70

5.5 [SEC]
15,6 [I 250]

9.3 [1 350]
45
35

8.8 [1 275]
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38

6.9(1 COO]
<20
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2E

70

::.2[1S25]
180

11.3 f! 725]
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76
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*?FJ Sadiirion from » C.t Eictrofi Resonjirt Tr«njfefffl«f

i
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Argon

Helium

A and He (20-80 to 50-50%)

A and Cl (trace Cl)

N2

A + 25-30% N2

A + 3-5% 02

1
A + 20-30% C02

A + 5% 0 2 + 15% C02

CO 2

Inert

Inert

Inert

Essentially
Inert

Reducing

Reducing

Oxidizing

Oxidizing

Oxidizing

Oxidizing

For welding most metals.

Al end Cu alloys, for greater heat and
to minimize porosity.

Al end Cu ailoys, for greater heat input
and to minimize porosity. Quieter, more
stable arc than with He aione.

Al alioys, to minimize porosity.

Cn Cu, permits very powerful arc: used
mostly in Europe.

Cn Cu, powerful but smoother operating,
more readily controlled arc then N 2

alone: used mostly in Europe.

i

Plain carbon, alloy, and stainless siee::
requires deoxidized electrode.

Various steels: used principally vith
shortcircuiting arc.

Various steeis; requires deoxidized wire;
used chiefly in EuroDe.

I
Plain-carbon and low-alloy steels; I
deoxidized electrode is essential.

SHIELDING GASES AND GAS MIXTURES
FIG. 3.12



I • 2 3 4 S 6

Leak Detection
MoiJiilu

12 11 10 9

I ayoul diagram olULTRATESI 111. 100
1 Mass Spectrometer
2 HlRBOVAC TMP50 lurbomotoculdr pump
3 loial pressure gauge pninl. lore-vacuum

(HIERMOVAC)
"1 Tuldl pieiiiire poinl. inlei (Tl ICnMOVAC)
5 lesl porl OM' KF25
6 2nd lateral Icsl porl ON Kf25 or connection lor

(jiosb luuk lest opliun
7 Pailiul (low pump opnon
8 IL ? tie cahbratsd leak option
9 FIJnyL'd porl loi I lu calibrated leak

to Outlet shut all valve
11 TRIVAC Dl 6B rulary rotary vane vacuum pump
12 Disconnecting porl between LJL 100 pump

module diui dulucuon moilule
VI Pumping valve
V2 Inlel valve

VI 2 GrobSleak valve
V3 Veniing valve

LEAK CHECK EQUIPMENT
FIG. 3.13



MS

TM P :

RGA SCHEMATIC
FIG. 3.14



TYPICAL FLANGE CONNECTIONS
FIG. 3.15



12

\ L.

UWV IN

PRIMARY/SECONDARY SEAL LEAK CHECK
FIG. 3 .16



Physics Phase Pre-Technology
Phase

Technology Phase

ZERO
ACTIVATION

orauriOMU
CONDITIONS

LOW
ACTIVATION

PLASMA
ornuizATioN

HIGH
ACTIVATION

lQNnlOH AND OKIVEH
OrtKATlON

IUGH
ACTIVATION

CONCITT MKTOKMANCM TtSTS

man
ACTIVATION

HIGH
ACTIVATION

LONO-TUUI AND

$000 Shot 1300 Shot* 7000 Shot,

l-Ytarl l~ Year t—1-Year 3—1-Year «.... l-Ytar 5 1-Year S 1 -Year 7.-. .I- Year 8— 1-Year 8 -l-YearS 1-Year 10—1-Year It..

H H H D/'Ha D/T WT D/T D/T D/T D/T D/T

Initial Oh«i«

iUn| Syiltm

r
W«IIMlUn«ISludi«»
iut4r Suu Sm&n
I t * M . . . EfT.rt
Hi* Pumping

"Fla-h" Ifnilion Studiia, Alpha
Particla Studira; Ha ath Removal
200 > Controlled Burn Dimemlrauan

Driven Operation Dcmaitiuation

DemamlraU Driver Blanket and
FWI Pvocaaiing SyaUm

Shart-T«rm Blanhct Mo<iul«'ScctAr Tctu
on Several Opiiona Including T-Eitranion

Surveillance TelU of Machine Companenu
Teat Advanced Divertor Conccpu

n—II*O«II -——II I I I I I——H—- utfi i i | . . . . . . .-I]—

llanda-an MainUnanc* RemoU Mainunanc* 410%

Dunng tiiia pcriiM, individual
ei|ienmenl«l compei^n* ""ill
usually lau 0 5-1 year

Blanket Module and Sector Concept Tcitfl
Blanket Reliability Data

Fuel Fnxciaing Reliability l)el«
Material liradiation Eipenmenti
Trankient .Safety Tcati
Continued Surveillance Tcitinj
Telt Additional Advanced Blanket Options

Availability 210"*

Experimental rompaigni will include
coinbinationi of long term tests
(icveral years each) and short term
tests! -•! yr)

POSSIBLE PHASES Of HER
TIG. 4.1



PUMP CELL RH EQUIPMENT - ARRGT.1
FIG. 5.1



PUMP CELL RH EQUIPMENT-ARRGT.2
FIG. 5.2



OVERHEAD RH EQUIPMENT SERVICE AREA
FIG. 5.3



.INSTALLED

PUMP CELL EQUIPMENT-ARRGT.3
FIG. 5.4
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, 'L'AIR LIQUIDE
O.C.V.M.

O'.T.A.

Page : - 59 -

. FiO. 7 3!S

Vl-t

CRYOGENIC VALVE
FIG. 5.6



CRYOGENIC VALVES-SPACE REQUIREMENTS
FIG. 5.7



.!B DUCT INTERFERENCE
FIG. 5.8



NB DUCT INTERFERENCE - PLAN
FIG. 5 .9



TITLE: TRANSPORTER

MODEL DESCRIPTION:

c A
ELEMENT TA3LB:
ELSM T?PE • ELEMENT CONSTANTS

1 3 .3OOOF+Q8 .40005+04
2 3 .3000E+08 .2000E+04
3 3 .3OOOE+O8 .12002+02

.26802+04

.1465E+04

.8S30S+03

•1220E+02
.56003+01
.34002+01

.300QE+08 .4800E+02 .4200E+04 .1340E+02

NODE COORDINATES:
NR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
3
9
10
11
12
13
14

aoozi
LNR

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

FIX2D
NODE

1
S
8

X
.000

60.000
120.000
180.000
240.000
300.000
360.000
430.000
240.000
240.000
240.000
240.000
240.000
240.000

, ELEMENTS:
SLSM

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
1
i_

2
2
3
3

NODES
COUP
2
\
2

CONNECTS NODES
1 2
2 3
3 4
4 5
5 6
6 7
7 8
S 9
9 10

10 11
11 12
12 13
13 14

DISPLACEMENT
.000
.000
.000

-30
-60
-90

-120
-150
-130

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

APPLIED LOADS:
NODE COMP FORCS
14 1 .2S00E*O3
11 2 .3000E+04
14 3 .lOOOEtOS

ANALYSIS OATA FIG. 5.10



TITLE: TRANSPORTER

SOLUTION:

LARGEST FRONT *

X
DISPLACEMENTS:NODE/COMP 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

FrXEO
NODS

1
8
3

MODEL
TYPE
MR
1
2
3
4
5 •

6 •
7 •
a •
9 •

10 -
11 -
12 -
13 -

.2537E-03

.2S37E-03

.2S37S-03

.25373-03

.2537E-03
•19O3E-O3
.1268E-03
.OOOOErOO
.2257E-02
•S364E-Q2
.9527E-02
.1467E-01
.2064S-01
;2730E-01

NODES:
COM? REACT:

9

y
2

.OOOOE+00

.4732E-01

.8787E-01

.11613+00

.1280E+00

.1196E+00

.9181S-01

.OOOOS+00

.1280B+00

.1280E+00

.12802+00

.1230S+0O

.1283S+OO
;1285S+00

:ON
2 -.4419S+Q4
1 -.1522S+04
2 -.4993E+04

ELEMENTS:
3
FORCE

.00002*00

.OOCOE+00
•OOOOS+00
.0000E+00

-.15222+04
-.15222+04
-.1522S+04
-.2980S+04
-.2990E+04
-.2980E+04
-.2980E+04
-.3000E+04
-.3000E+04

STRESS
.0000E+00
.OOOOS+00
.0000E+00
.0000E+00

-.31712+02
-.31712+02
-.31712+02
-.74512+00
-.74512+00
-.1490E+01
-.1490E+O1
-.2S00E+03
-.2500E+03

3
.3038E-03
•7495E-03
.58S9E-03
.3440E-03
•.4375E-04
-.3139E-03
-.S978E-03
-.8525E-03
.8733E-04
.1180E-03
.1572E-03
.1836S-03
•212CS-03
•2292E-03

MOMENT}0)
.38432+00

-.2410E+06
-.4338E+06
-.S784E+06
-.812SE+06
-.68172+06
-.50272+06
.1378E+06
•9763E+05
.68442+05
•4726S+05
.31122+05
.1903E+0S

MOMENT(L)
.2410E+06
.4338E+06
•5784E+06
.67472+06
.6317E+06
.50272+06
.1723E-02

-.9763E+0S
-.6844E+O5
-.4726E+05
-.31122+05
-.19032+05
-.1000E+0S

*

SHSAR(O)
.44192+04
.36152+04
.28112+04
.20072+04

-.1777E+04
-.25812+04
-.3385E+04
.15222+04
.11562+04
.79002+03
.62205+03
.45402+03
.35202+03

SHEAR(L)
-.3615S+04
-.28112*04
-.2007S+04
-.1203S+04
.25312-04
.33852+04
.4993S+O4

-.11562+04
-.79002+03
-.62202+03
-.45402+03
-.3S20E+03
-.2500E+03

ANALYSIS RESULTS FIG. 5 . 2 1
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INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
FIG. 6.1


